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Why a Two Pipeline, Two Bcf/day Strategy Makes Sense for 

Massachusetts' Environment and Economy 
 

1. The building of two billion cubic feet per day (2 Bcf/d) of new natural gas 
pipeline capacity into New England is the single action that simultaneously will do the most that 
can be done to improve the New England environment and to improve the New England 
economy.  Massachusetts must not miss this historic opportunity. 
 

2. New England remains the most oil-reliant region of the nation.  Oil is expensive, 
harmful to public health and by far New England’s largest contribution to global warming.  Two 
Bcf/d of new pipeline capacity will allow use of existing lower-cost and lower-emission natural 
gas power plants on our coldest days while we also meet our home heating needs, and will thus 
avoid use of the terribly polluting old oil and coal power plants on which New England is forced 
to rely. Last winter New England doubled its use of coal- and oil-fired power plants and lost 
valuable ground in the implementation of the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative.  Natural gas 
has about 1/2 the CO2 and ten percent of the particulate emissions of No. 6 fuel oil.  One-third of 
Massachusetts households still heat with oil with great expense and air pollution. Two large 
Massachusetts gas utilities (Columbia and Berkshire) can neither connect more customers nor 
allow greater use of gas by customers until more pipeline capacity is built into New England. 
 

3. Electricity supply (up 60 to 96 percent across four Massachusetts utilities) and 
natural gas (even more) costs in Massachusetts will continue to soar until New England builds at 
least 2 Bcf/d of new natural gas pipeline capacity.  In 2013 alone, Massachusetts consumers paid 
$1.9 billion more for gas and electricity than they would have paid if New England had adequate 
pipeline capacity.  These costs, and their unpredictability, impair economic growth.  Energy 
price increases are regressive, hurting middle and lower income consumers disproportionately. 
 

4. The small, incremental amounts of new gas pipeline capacity already announced 
(AIM at 342 MMcf/d, Atlantic Bridge at 222 MMcf/d, and TGP Connecticut Expansion at 72 
MMcf/d) barely offset the known loss of reliable gas from Atlantic Canada (about 350 MMcf/d) 
and several announced power plant retirements.  Achieving significantly lower energy costs will 
require New England to build two gas pipelines at slightly more than 1 Bcf/d each. Those 
pipelines are Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company’s Northeast Energy Direct at 1.2 Bcf/d and 
Spectra’s Access Northeast at approximately 1 Bcf/d.  
 

5. Time is running out to bring these projects on-line prior to the winter of 2018-
2019.  Permitting and building projects requires significant lead time.  Massachusetts lost 
valuable time when the Patrick Administration hesitated on NESCOE.  Every winter matters 
greatly, as recent winters have shown. Winter 2013-2014 cost New England (and Massachusetts) 
as in energy costs than did all twelve months of 2012. Winter 2014-2015 has been helped by 
temporarily lower oil costs and relatively warm weather (until February), but that good luck is 
already eroding.  
 

6. The NESCOE process should be supported by Massachusetts, because it promotes 
a regional solution, assuming NESCOE supports at least 2 Bcf/d of new pipeline capacity. 
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Further, Massachusetts should support any separate and more rapid action to cause new pipeline 
capacity to be built, including that by individual states like Maine and Rhode Island, providing 
that those efforts can later be combined with any regional solution. 
 

7. The leading opponents of adequate new natural gas pipeline capacity, including 
the Conservation Law Foundation, are the same people who made possible the building of the 
nearly two dozen natural gas power plants across New England so our old, polluting and 
expensive oil and coal plants could be shut down.  It is unreasonable to oppose adequate natural 
gas pipeline capacity to simultaneously heat New England homes and businesses and run these 
essential power plants on our coldest days.  Two Bcf/d of new pipeline capacity meets the 
current need only; all energy options remain on the table for the future. 
 

8. Building at least 2 Bcf/d of pipeline capacity for New England by November of 
2018 makes both environmental and economic sense for Massachusetts. 
 
 


